FIP-Authorea Travel grant for European FIP members.

This year the FIP is proud to announce a special travel grant for European FIP members attending the March Meeting 2015, in San Antonio.

The travel grant is sponsored by Authorea* and is aiming to foster the interexchange between the EU and US young members, helping students and postdoc to integrate in the international APS community and to share their different experiences.

The travel grant will be recognized at the FIP Reception, during the March Meeting 2015.

For more information on the travel grant please visit www.aps.org/units/fip/awards/travel-grant.cfm

* Authorea is a tool for writing and managing scholarly documents. Authorea makes it easy to write technical documents in collaboration, allowing to cite, comment, and track changes in one place. By using web-native documents that include data-driven, interactive graphics in addition to text and static images, the authors can share their data and analysis in compelling ways.

For more information, visit www.authorea.com